How Tennessee Adventurer William Walker became Dictator of Nicaragua in 1857

The Norvell family origins of The Grey Eyed Man of Destiny

by John E. Norvell

On October 5, 1860, The New York Times published a brief article about the execution of William Walker, former president of Nicaragua, at Trujillo, Honduras. The un-named Times correspondent wrote:

I yesterday sent to Charleston. "news" of the execution of WILLIAM WALKER at Truxillo [sic] on the 12th inst. [September]. WALKER, it appears, was not permitted to have any communication with any of his followers previous to his execution. He marched from his cell to the place of execution with a steady step and unshaken mien. A chair had been placed for him with its back towards the Castle. Having taken his seat, he was blindfolded. Three soldiers stepped forward to within twenty feet of him and discharged their muskets. The balls entered his body, and he leaned a little forward; but, it being observed he was not dead, a fourth soldier mercifully advanced so close to the suffering man that the muzzle of the musket almost touched his forehead, and being there discharged, scattered his brains and skull to the winds. Thus ends the life of the "Gray-eyed man of Destiny."

It is unknown if the citizens of Nashville read this particular account of William Walker’s death, but it most certainly was read by Caleb Cushing Norvell, the Financial Editor of the New York Times and the uncle of William Walker. Caleb Norvell came from an old Nashville family, as did his nephew, William, the son of Norvell’s sister Mary Norvell Walker and her husband James Walker.

William Walker (born 1824–died 1860) occupies a unique place in American history and the history of state of Tennessee. Before his early death, he led an invasion of Mexico and conquered Nicaragua, proclaiming himself president in 1856. Biographies note that his mother was Mary Norvell, who married James Walker, but little attention has been paid to Mary, James Walker, or the Norvells of Nashville. One such early history notes:

Our knowledge of the early life of William Walker is somewhat fragmentary. His father, James
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Walker, was a Scotchman who settled in Nashville, Tennessee, in 1820, and was for a time engaged in mercantile business but later became president of a local concern known as the Commercial Insurance Company. James Walker married Mary Norvell of Kentucky, and from this union there were four children, William, Norvell, James, and Alice. To understand William Walker and to appreciate more fully his ties to Nashville, a closer examination of the Norvell family must be made.

The Norvells of Nashville traced their origins to Williamsburg, Virginia, where the earliest members of the family settled before 1650. William Walker was a direct descendant of Hugh Norvell (ca. 1665-1719) also called Captain Hugh Norvell because of his service in the James County Virginia Militia. Hugh Norvell was a member of the Bruton Church vestry and one of the trustees for land allocation in the new city of Williamsburg. As one of the prominent and older Virginia families, the Norvells, living in the Virginia capital, found themselves drawn into the politics of the times and the revolution. William Norvell (c. 1726-1802), a grandson of Capt. Hugh Norvell, served in the House of Burgesses during the revolutionary years along with Patrick Henry, and also served also as a signer of the state treasury notes authorized by Virginia in 1773.

Lipscomb Norvell (1756-1843) of Nashville, one of Capt. Hugh’s great-grandsons, was the grandfather of William Walker. Lipscomb served throughout the Revolution and rose to the rank of lieutenant in the Virginia Line. He was taken prisoner by the British in 1780 after the Siege of Charleston. After the war, Lipscomb settled in Kentucky, where he raised his sons. It was Lipscomb’s descendants who migrated to Tennessee and became the Norvells of Nashville.

To understand how young William Walker might have been shaped by his family and been drawn to politics, and later become a military leader, it is necessary briefly to look at the nine sons of his grandfather, Lipscomb, and the professions they chose to follow:

1. Moses Norvell (born 1786 in Kentucky - died 1853 in Nashville Tennessee) newspaper editor, politician,
2. John Norvell (born 1789 in Kentucky - died 1850 in Detroit, Michigan) veteran War of 1812, newspaper editor, politician, member of the Michigan Constitutional Convention, and United States Senator from Michigan.\textsuperscript{12}

3. Joshua Norvell (born 1790 in Kentucky - died 1821 in Havana, Cuba) veteran War of 1812, journalist, lawyer, federal attorney in Arkansas, politician, United States consul to St. Barts. \textsuperscript{13}

4. Joseph Norvell (born 1793 in Kentucky – died 1847 in Nashville) veteran War of 1812, newspaper editor, politician, and businessman. \textsuperscript{14}

5. Lipscomb Norvell, Jr. (born 1795 in Kentucky - died 1877 in Jasper, Texas) veteran War of 1812, lawyer, Kentucky legislator, Texas postmaster and legislator. \textsuperscript{15}

6. Thomas Norvell (born 1798 in Kentucky - died 1843 in New Orleans) physician. \textsuperscript{16}

7. William Norvell (born 1803 in Kentucky - died 1875 in Carlisle, Kentucky) lawyer, judge, and politician. \textsuperscript{17}

8. Hendrick Norvell (born 1808 in Kentucky - died 1837 in Nashville, Tennessee) midshipman in the Navy. \textsuperscript{18}

9. Caleb Cushing Norvell (born 1813 in Kentucky – died 1891 in Washington, DC) newspaper publisher and financial editor of The New York Times. \textsuperscript{19}

About 1807, the elder sons of Lipscomb Norvell, Sr., Joseph and Moses, arrived in Nashville. \textsuperscript{20} By 1812, Joseph was serving as the editor of the Nashville Whig, a newspaper he and his brother Moses had purchased. He sold his interest in the paper before August 1817 but repurchased it in 1826. From 1819 to 1823, he pursued a political career, becoming city recorder and later city treasurer of Nashville. About 1835 he began publishing the American
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Presbyterian. Among other honors, he was selected in 1845 to serve as a pallbearer at the funeral of Andrew Jackson. He was a Mason and served as the Grand Master of the State Lodge of Tennessee. 21

Joseph’s older brother, Moses Norvell, owned steamboats and warehouses as a partner in the Nashville firm of Gordon and Norvell after 1820. From 1817-1818 he served as city recorder of Nashville and later as a trustee of Cumberland College, 1826-1834. As a further sign that they moved in the upper echelon of Nashville society, Moses’s son, Henry Laurence Norvell, married Laura Jane Sevier, the daughter of Colonel George Washington Sevier, and great-granddaughter of John Sevier, who had served as Tennessee’s first governor. 22

A third brother, Caleb Cushing Norvell, married Mary Catherine Carroll, the niece of Tennessee Governor William Carroll and grand-daughter of Duncan Robertson, a well known philanthropist of Nashville. 23

In 1807, as his brothers were becoming active in the Nashville, John Norvell, Lipscomb’s second son, wrote a letter to President Thomas Jefferson, asking his opinion about a newspaper career: “It would be a great favor, too, to have your opinion of the manner in which a newspaper, to be most extensively beneficial, should be conducted, as I expect to become the publisher of one for a few years.” Jefferson wrote that the press, although important to a free society, seemed to have abandoned itself to falsehood, rather than truth. This was not a ringing endorsement of the young man’s choice of career. Despite Jefferson’s words, John Norvell did pursue a career in journalism and politics, was appointed Postmaster of Detroit by President Jackson, and later became a U.S. Senator from Michigan. 24

A history of William Walker’s life written in 1902 notes that by the time he was 25 he had already tried three professions: medicine, law, and journalism. 25 That William Walker would look to his uncles’ careers as a model for his own future is not surprising. The Norvells were a close knit family and routinely wrote to each other. Throughout young William Walker’s childhood, his grandfather Lipscomb lived with James and Mary Norvell Walker, and this man who had raised nine sons to prominence surely had an impact on his grandson. 26 Certainly young William was aware of his uncles’ successes in journalism and politics. Most histories of the period say William was not close to his father, a strict Calvinist, who was a business and insurance company owner. 27 Perhaps his father’s careers seemed too tame for young William, who saw his uncles branching out into positions with more public power and influence.

Indeed, seven of William’s uncles were involved in politics and journalism. Political editors were seen as professional politicians and, as in the case of his uncle John Norvell, were often brought into an area to fix problems with local political press. Uncle John Norvell was invited from Kentucky to Philadelphia in 1819 to take over the floundering Franklin Gazette. 28 Uncle Joshua Norvell moved from Kentucky to St. Louis, Missouri to run the Western Journal in 1815. 29 Other uncles: Joshua, John, William, Lipscomb Jr, and Hendrick, had served in the
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Finally, Uncle Thomas was a physician. A medical career at first seemed to appeal to William. This might have been due to the fact that his mother was an invalid. As a youth he had spent a great deal of time in her company, which he seemed to prefer to that of his strict father. At the age of 14 in 1838, William completed his preparatory education at the University of Nashville graduating summa cum laude. In 1843, he earned a medical degree from the University of Pennsylvania. He then spent the next two years in Europe, studying medicine. When he returned to Nashville in 1845, Walker briefly practiced medicine, but decided that this was not his calling. He then moved to New Orleans to study law. He practiced law for a short time, but quit law practice to become co-owner and editor of the New Orleans Crescent. In 1849, he moved to San Francisco, California, where he became a journalist, but this too did not last. One can only imagine the opinions his highly-regimented father had about William’s wandering journey to find his place in the world.

Walker, ever restless, next began to see himself as a “ filibuster” - a military adventurer or soldier of fortune. Why Walker decided at that point to embrace a military career is not clear. Some histories have contended that it was because of the loss of Helen Martin, his fiancée who died of yellow fever, that he became melancholy after her death and sought a new stage for his ambitions. Perhaps the flame of military glory burned brighter after the loss of Ellen. Walker had surely heard stories of his grandfather’s part in the Revolutionary battles of Monmouth in 1778 and Charleston in 1780. The exploits of two uncles in the War of 1812 would have been known to him: John at the Battle of Bladensburg in 1814 and Lipscomb...
Jr. at the Battle of the Thames in 1813. 38 His cousin, Freeman Norvell, uncle John’s son, had served with Winfield Scott in Mexico as a Marine lieutenant at the Battle of Chapultepec in 1847.39 Perhaps, as many did in the 19th century, Walker saw the prospect of going to battle as a grand adventure. Perhaps he believed that it was the “Manifest Destiny” of the United States to annex the remainder of the continent. 40 Perhaps, as a filibuster, Walker envisioned conquering vast regions of Central America, where he would create new slave states to join the federal union or even set himself up as president of a new republic. 41 For these and perhaps other reasons a new path opened for Walker.

In October 1853, then, Walker began his military adventures in Mexico where he hoped to conquer Lower California and Sonora. Recruiting American supporters of slavery and Manifest Destiny, he hoped to form an American colony in Mexico which might eventually take its place as a part of the American Union, as Texas had done. 42 After capturing two towns – La Paz and Ensenada – he named himself president of the new “Republic of Sonora.” 43 Lack of supplies and unexpectedly strong resistance by the Mexican government forced Walker to retreat. 44 Although his first filibustering adventure had ended in failure, it was not be his last. 45 From his adventures in Mexico, Walker next looked to Central America. In 1854, a civil war erupted in Nicaragua between the Legitimist party based in the city of Granada and the Democratic party in León. The leader of the Democrats, Francisco Castellón sought military support from Walker 46

That Walker would consider a military adventure in Nicaragua was due in part to Manifest Destiny and in part due to the discovery of gold in California. Since 1849, California and the west had taken on new importance to the United States. As there was no inter-oceanic route joining the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans and the transcontinental railway had not been completed, a major trade route opened between New York City and San Francisco which ran through Nicaragua. Ships left New York for Nicaragua, where people and goods would then be transported by water and land to the Pacific to be shipped to San Francisco. 47

To begin military actions, Walker sailed from the United States with 57 fellow adventurers who called themselves the Immortals or the American Phalanx. Upon landing in Nicaragua, this force was reinforced by locals and more Americans. 48 With Francisco Castellón's consent, now “Colonel” Walker attacked the Legitimist-held city of Rivas, near the trans-isthmian route. On October 13, 1855 he conquered the Legitimist capital of Granada, taking control of the country. 49 Over the next year, commanding forces mostly loyal to him, he consolidated his power through a series of deals, negotiations, and executions. 50 In July 1856 Walker was inaugurated as president— in effect the dictator of Nicaragua. 51 On November 10, 1856, Franklin Pierce administration in Washington recognized the
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Walker government. About this time, Walker began a program to Americanize Nicaragua by reinstating slavery and encouraging immigration from the United States. Not content with Nicaragua alone, he began to think of broader conquests in the region to bring other countries under his control. In so doing, Walker alarmed his neighbors in Central American, who now began to plan military action against him. In May 1857, forces, composed of exiled Legitimist Nicaraguans, other Central American countries, and mercenaries funded by American economic interests who opposed Walker, drove him from Nicaragua. He returned to the United States, where he plotted his return. In 1860, Walker landed in Honduras, where he was captured and authorities in Trujillo executed him on September 12, 1860.

Some historians have speculated that Walker hoped to unite the Central American states into a confederacy under his control; others believe he wanted to expand the influence of slavery linking himself to the American south. Although there is disagreement about his motives, his exploits continue to fascinate Americans. Since his death, 21 novels, histories, and other literary works have been written, and “Walker,” a film based loosely upon his exploits, was released in 1987. Few historians and writers, however, have actually understood or appreciated his background. It was the highly political nature of his family and his upbringing in Nashville that shaped his future. This, as much as anything else, made William Walker the so-called “Gray-eyed Man of Destiny.”

**News Travels: Searching for Death Notices**

*Contributed by Shirley Roach Thompson*

Newspaper death notices are a good source for genealogical information, but all newspaper issues have not survived for many communities. And even if the newspapers did survive, death notices were more often included for prominent residents or for deaths involving unusual circumstances.

When the local newspapers are not available for the time period in which your ancestor died, newspapers in the nearby communities may have reported the death. Even if your ancestor was not prominent, news of his death may be included in an article in which multiple deaths were reported for various reasons, such as a disease epidemic, unusual occurrences, etc. These notices when found are special gems for those deaths during times before death certificates were required or for people whose deaths may have not generated other documentation, such as wills, estates, etc.

An article found on microfilm of an 1899 Nashville newspaper for deaths occurring in Gallatin demonstrates that the extra research work can be very worthwhile. The deaths of three individuals are reported in one article, as having three deaths of young people in one night in a small town during this period of time must have been unusual. If all three deaths had not occurred on the same night, the death of any one of them might have not been reported in the newspapers, and many of the details which are included in the article would have not been known.
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